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A V I AN
HAVEN
2012
Year End Report
A proverb warns that “He who hoots with owls by night cannot soar with eagles by day.”
Here at Avian Haven, we do little hooting and no soaring, but we do feed many owls by night
and eagles by day. For stories of these and other species, read on!

Rehabilitation 2012 Overview

Cedar Waxwing (31), Song Sparrow (29), and Chipping
Sparrow (26). Nonnative birds included 116 Rock Pigeons, 76
European Starlings, and 29 English Sparrows.
Raptor numbers were up significantly, from roughly
150 in each of the last two years to 216 in 2012. The most
frequently admitted among them were Barred Owl (47),
Broad-winged Hawk (40), Bald Eagle (30), Osprey (20), and
Great Horned Owl (17). Among the aquatic species were 15
Common Loons plus an assortment of 17 seabirds that
included Great and Double-crested Cormorants, Northern
Gannets, Black Guillemots, Leach’s Storm Petrels, and a
Great Shearwater. Last but not least, we also took in 43
native reptiles, mostly Painted and Snapping Turtles that
had been car hit.

H

aving passed last year’s total in September, we knew
that 2012 would be a growth year for us. In all, we
cared for 1571 birds (1547 new admissions plus 24 held over
from 2011), about 150 more than our previous high count
in 2010. In part, the 2012 increase is attributable to a larger
number of nestlings than typical—690 as compared to an
average of about 600 over the past three breeding seasons.
Our species count of 124 was also a little higher than in
previous years. Apart from raptors, the most common native
species admitted in 2012 were American Robin (136),
Eastern Phoebe (95), Mourning Dove (79), Herring Gull (71),
American Crow (63), American Goldfinch (32), Blue Jay (31),
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her plumage changed and her bill lengthened. She seemed
quite at home in a habitat filled with plants and water trays
containing live fish and aquatic insects. Toward the end of September, she was ready to release, and although there were
likely still rails in Maine, we took advantage of an opportunity
to give her a head start farther south. On Sept. 25, she was
taken by car to our friends at The Raptor Trust in Millington,
NJ (www.theraptortrust.org); one of their staff members
released her a few
days later at the
Forsythe National
Wildlife Refuge. As
an interesting coda,
a couple of months
later, Abe’s wife
Selkie was browsing
crow photos online
and found another
hatchling rail said to
be a “baby crow”! ■

n August 1, we got a call
about a bird in Thomaston
that was said to be a “baby
crow.” Camden-area volunteer
Abe picked up the bird; it was
obviously not a crow, but it
wasn’t until he delivered the
bird to Shelley that the tiny
black fluff-ball was identified as
a newly hatched Virginia Rail, a freshwater marsh bird. The
precocial young of this species leave the nest almost as soon
as they’ve hatched; this youngster may have wandered away
from her parents, or may have been “kidnapped” by wellmeaning people who did not realize that her parents were
likely close by; either way, by the time she arrived here, it
would have been too late to locate her family. The youngster
immediately took small invertebrates from forceps; at first she
was clumsy and required patient feeding, but within a few
days, she was adept at feeding herself. Her development was
mostly uneventful, though we all marveled at how dramatically
1

sought and received a permit to keep her as a surrogate parent. The
habitat we built for her and Kako, another unflighted raven we acquired as a second foster in 2006, had plenty of handicap access to
the high places, and Kc̆ i did well in there for several years. But in
the early winter of 2012, her leg joints stiffened up, and she lost
much of her mobility on foot. We tried many therapies over the
next few months, but none helped significantly, and by late spring,
we felt that she had lost all quality of life. Saying goodbye would
have been especially difficult for her companion of those years (in
this photo, Kc̆ i is on the left, and Kako on the right). Since October,
Kako has shared a habitat with a young Common Raven who was
the only survivor of the presumed West Nile cases of September.
Like Kc̆ i, this youngster was a long time recovering the strength to
stand, and as this report goes to press, is still unable to fly. Whether
she may someday take Kc̆ i’s place, either in our practice or in Kako’s
heart, remains to be seen.

Among the birds for which a cause of injury was reported, 144
were struck by vehicles (45 survived), 64 collided with windows (31
survived) and 97 that included 44 nestlings were victims of cats
(only 16 of the total survived). Less common but no less troubling
causes of difficulty included unlawful shooting (9 birds including
two raptors) and lead poisoning (6 birds—4 Bald Eagles and 2 Common Loons). The late summer of 2012 saw a resurgence of West
Nile Virus in Maine; we suspected WNV in at least a dozen birds admitted in September, most of which were crows.
A sad loss for
us in 2012 was that
of one of our foster
birds, a Common
Raven known to us
as Kc̆ i (pronounced
“Ka-chi”, short for
Kc̆ i-kα-kα-ko, the
Penobscot word for
Raven). We had admitted her in January 2004, starving and too weak to stand. Though she recovered
an ability to get around, the joints of her wings never regained
range of motion, for reasons that could not be determined. Because
she was such a good companion to the juvenile ravens of 2005, we

Flight Attendants
vian Haven has two year-round paid staff members—Shelley
Spanswick (who oversees the infirmary, specializing in fracture and
wound management) and Terry Heitz (who designs, builds and maintains our many flight and other habitats). Year-round volunteer staff
comprise Glori Berry, Kelani Cundy, Selkie O’Mira, and Jerry Stefansky.
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By early October, we thought our bird was ready to release,
and a final round of blood work revealed that all parameters had
returned to normal ranges. Brad Allen, a water bird biologist with
MEDIFW, advised release into a colony off Vinalhaven, and provided contact information for local cormorant enthusiast John
Drury, whose naturalistic boat rides from Vinalhaven specialize in
seabirds. Abe and Selkie took the ferry to Vinalhaven, and
headed from there with John in his boat Fluke toward a rocky
ledge off Little Brimstone Island, about a half-hour boat ride from
the southern end of Vinalhaven. Many cormorants were seen as
they approached, and in calm seas, the boat drifted quietly
among the rocks. Selkie set the carrier on the gunwale and
opened the door. The bird stood at the edge and looked around,
then jumped into the water and swam toward the rocks, eventually climbing up onto one of them. Other cormorants seemed
to greet her, and her transport team left confident that she was
home. Great Cormorants are listed in Maine as a threatened
species; we were therefore particularly glad to have returned a
potential breeding bird to the wild. ■

n Sept. 16, we were brought a juvenile Great Cormorant that
had spent several days in a Rockport boatyard. There were no
obvious injuries, but she “just wasn’t acting right,” and basic
blood work didn’t look good.
A parasite check revealed a
heavy load of roundworms,
which we treated, but the
bird remained lethargic. On
the 20th, we let her swim in
one of the outside pools,
where she caught two live fish
but did not eat them. Within
just a few days, though, the
cormorant was spending
more time in the water and had a better appetite; and on the
25th, she flew from “her” pool into another one, where she ate
all of the live minnows we had just placed there for temporary
storage. From that day on, she ate voraciously, even dead fish,
and was actively bathing and drying off, as shown in this photo.
The common names “cormorant” and “shag” are often
used interchangeably, sometimes depending on whether a particular species within the taxonomic family has a crest (the Double-Crested Cormorant, for example, is more likely to be known
as a shag). Aquatic birds obviously need to be waterproof, but in
cormorants, an outer layer of feathers is partly wettable. Because
this layer traps water rather than air, buoyancy is reduced, which
helps the bird remain underwater while pursuing bottom-living
fish. An inner layer of feathers helps retain air close to the skin;
it thereby insulates the bird from the chill of the water and reduces body heat loss. This combination has been described as
“like wearing a wetsuit over a drysuit.” When cormorants
emerge from the water, they need to dry off, which they accomplish by shaking their bodies and spreading their wings.
2
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was a record year for Bald Eagles—32 in all (30
new admissions plus 2 carried over from 2011).
Their difficulties varied, but were most frequently injuries from
collisions with vehicles. One such bird was found by our transporters dangling by the neck
from the side mirror of a tractor trailer! Remarkably, other
than soft tissue damage
around the neck area, the only
injuries were blood clots in the
eyes, which resolved over the
next few weeks. This individual’s bands identified his origin
at a nest near the Kennebec
River in 2007; here’s his baby
picture! His release was filmed
for several news reports; you
can find one of them by typing
Bill Hanson
bald eagle Pittsfield 2012 in
the search box at www.bangordailynews.com.
Other difficulties included wounds from combat with another
eagle, presumably a territorial dispute. One combat victim had an
unusual and challenging foot
Terry Heitz
injury, which was described in
our Winter-Spring 2011-2012
Slide Show, available on our
website. Several birds were juveniles injured or otherwise
compromised after leaving the
nest prematurely; the release of
one of them is shown here.
Four eagles died from lead poisoning acquired from scavenging carcasses containing spent ammunition; one particularly
poignant case was a bird we admitted in late November, having
released him in August after successful repair of a wing fracture.
Those of you who don’t already know his story can find it on the
Slide Shows page of our website. We hope that anyone not already familiar with the toxic potential of spent lead ammunition
will review the information in this slide show.
Perhaps the most unusual Bald Eagles of the year were two
that seemed much more dead than alive when admitted. The
first of them had been retrieved by Wdn. Jake Scott in Westbrook
on the morning of Feb. 25, having been found face down on the
ground, with the snow on her wings suggesting that she’d been
in that position overnight. A relay of wardens plus our transport
team got the bird here; she was not moving and had been taken
for dead several times until close inspection revealed shallow
breathing. She was basically comatose on arrival, but basic blood
work looked good; whatever had happened was a recent occurrence. Marc removed what appeared to be a fetal pig foot from
her crop; suspecting a toxin of some sort, possibly a secondary
barbiturate exposure, we started dosing her with
an activated charcoal slurry, repeating it every few
hours. At the midnight dosing, her legs moved
slightly; but other than that, she was still a “limp
dishrag.” However, at 6:00 the next morning, it
was apparent that she’d moved during the previous few hours, and her eyes were open. When we

Jake Scott

opened the hospital cage door, she struggled to her feet, and as
shown in this photo, remained upright. After that, recovery was
rapid and uneventful; she was released on March 9. Meanwhile,
an intensive investigation by the Warden Service turned up no
evidence of a contaminated food source, so we were left with a
mystery that seemed a one-time only occurrence.
One time only, that is, until June 10, when Wdn. Jarred Herrick fished an unmoving Bald Eagle from the water near the Two
Rivers Campground in Skowhegan. Like the previous case, this
bird was female, basically comatose
on intake, had rotten meat (which
Marc removed) in her crop, and normal blood parameters. Again, charcoal slurry was the treatment, but at
10 p.m., she vomited the late afternoon dose. We cleaned up her face
and left her for the night without
high hopes. Early the next morning,
Diane found her face down in a puddle of more vomited slurry. Believing
her dead, Diane lifted her body out
of the hospital cage, only to be startled by the absence of rigor
mortis. The bird was still alive, but still limp and unmoving; she
remained that way for the rest of the day, while we continued to
flush the crop and administer fluids. On the third day, she had her
eyes open, and once or
twice, stood up briefly before collapsing again. The
morning of the fourth
day found her standing
erect and hungry. Again,
recovery was rapid from
that point forward. Wdn.
Herrick released her back
near the recovery site on
June 18. A close look at
the release photo will reTerry Heitz
veal stains
from the vomited charcoal still on her throat.
Last but not least in our eagle stories for the
year is the 30th birthday of the Bald Eagle known
as Bart, who was, in his prime, known as the
Maine State Eagle. His story can be found on the
Slide Shows page of our website. ■
3

We are especially grateful to our veterinarian (and board
member) Dr. Judy Herman for surgical and other assistance on
our most challenging cases. To her as well as board members
George Matula and Allen Stehle, we extend appreciation for advice
and support. For special contributions of various kinds in 2012,
including money, goods, services, and shared expertise, we thank
Jean Adamson, Abe Baggins, Anne Beaulieu, Paul Bonenfant,
Kathy Brownell, Bob Brummel, Amy & Bob Campbell, Shirley &
Allan Casey, Lewis Cisle, Bill Conger, Jan Corning, Dale Doucette,
Larry Harwood, Janika Eckert & Rob Johnston, Mark Finke,

Joining these folks for the long, busy days of “baby season” in 2012
were volunteers Ian Brackett, Kristina Curtis, Amy Dillon, Linda Harrell, Laura Lecker, Lauren Potter, and Janet Wiseley. These individuals
all contributed their own special touches and skills as well as cared
for patients onsite; we counted them daily among our blessings.
Our summer interns for the 2012 season were Lauren Jeschke
(Dickinson College) Caroline Neville (a recent graduate of Bates College). Vicki Nees assisted Kathy Kandziolka in grounds maintenance; again for 2013, we are looking for volunteer gardeners to
help manage the landscaping of our ever-expanding physical plant.

Continued on page 5
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was greatly relieved when she reappeared on the second day. But
having keenly observed her previous behavior, Pat knew the bird
was losing ground. With the weather turning even colder on Nov.
10, Pat rescued the bird and brought her here. In just over a week’s
time, she had lost
nearly a gram of
weight and a significant portion of the
muscle mass around
her keel. Given her
poor body condition
at that point, continued survival if left
alone was highly unlikely. But, like the
Ruby-throated, once
in a supportive environment, she gained
weight rapidly; and was soon set up in another indoor aviary.
Overwintering a Ruby-throated for a spring release in Maine
makes sense, but there would be no Rufous Hummingbirds in
northern New England come spring; by then, these birds would
already be on their way to breeding grounds elsewhere. The fall
and early winter of 2012 brought an extraordinary number of Rufous reports in the mid-Atlantic states, however, and thanks to the
availability of feeding stations, they appeared to be doing just fine.
Right after Christmas, we took advantage of a ride for the bird to
Tri-State Bird Rescue and Rehabilitation (www.tristatebird.org)
in DE. She arrived safely, spent a few days indoors, then was
moved to an outside habitat. After a few days of weather conditioning, a trap door was opened, with her feeding stations still
available both inside and directly outside the trap door, for as
long as she wanted to use them.
Was it appropriate to intervene in these cases? One person
we consulted commented that, if faulty genes had led the Rufous
to an area too far north for survival, then it would have been better to keep the species’ gene pool strong by forgoing rescue,
even if the bird perished. True, migration in hummingbirds is
driven by inborn cues, and no one could dispute the benefits of
sturdy genetic information in a breeding population. Nevertheless, it is difficult to remain dispassionate when faced with the
likely demise of an individual in trouble, regardless of whether
defective genes, poor judgment, or uncontrollable circumstances
are responsible. We also wondered why there should be a discrepancy between “appropriate interventions” for birds versus
humans who, for whatever reason, find their lives threatened by
being in the wrong place at the wrong time. ■

uby-throated Hummingbirds have usually departed from
Maine by early October. But extreme weather events like last
fall’s “Superstorm Sandy” can carry migrating birds back north
from farther south, depositing them in what has since become
an inhospitable climate. Late in the morning of November 4,
Juanita Roushdy of Bremen was astonished to see a hummer at
a feeder she’d forgotten to take down. She rushed inside to
make a sugar-water solution, and as soon as the bird left the old
feeder, she replaced it with two fresh ones. The bird looked
bedraggled and exhausted; photos taken from Juanita’s spotting
scope showed yellow spots of pollen dust on his forehead and
throat—supporting the hypothesis that the bird had recently
been a significant distance farther south. Despite cold temperatures that night, he was back the next day, and visited both feeders frequently. But the following day, the hummer’s wings were
drooping again, with forecasts predicting an approaching
nor’easter and even colder temperatures.
Juanita knew the bird’s prospects for
surviving a second storm were poor, and
decided to intervene. When the bird arrived here, he had a prominent keel and
weighed only 2.8 g; but within a few
days in a warm environment with good
nutritional support, he was up to 3.4 g,
a respectable weight for his species. On
Nov. 11, he was moved into a spacious
indoor aviary we call “the Penthouse”;
there, he would spend the winter.
Meanwhile, another hummingbird situation was evolving in
Biddeford, where a Rufous Hummingbird had appeared at a
feeder in mid-October. Historically a western species that breeds
in the Northwest and winters in Mexico, for about the last three
decades, Rufous Hummingbirds have appeared in southeastern
and mid-Atlantic areas in the winter, in ever increasing numbers.
They were originally deemed “vagrants” (i.e., birds that are lost),
but according to more recent speculation, may be pioneers expanding the species range into new areas. The Rufous Hummingbird is exceptionally cold-hardy, reportedly able to survive a winter
as far north as Massachusetts.
This bird attracted considerable attention among birders; her
hostess, Pat Moynahan, graciously welcomed a number of human
visitors. Among them was a licensed hummingbird bander, Anthony Hill, who traveled from MA to confirm the species and place
a tiny band on one of her legs. When he captured her on Nov. 2,
she had already survived Sandy, weighed 3.6 g, and seemed to be
doing well. But she was not seen on the day of or the one after
the nor’easter that followed Sandy; having feared her dead, Pat
4
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did not heal until late May; but by that time, the family had dispersed, and Marc and Terry were not able to locate the parents. An
earlier reunion attempt for the second bird had also failed. But
meanwhile, injured adults had been admitted, and a particular male
and female took to each other as well as to the orphaned youngsters, toward whom the adults became very protective. By early August, they were all ready to go. For various reasons, neither adult
could be returned to the capture location, so a decision was made
to release them together in unclaimed territory. Our friends Bill Hanson and Jay Seyfried (wildlife biologists with NextEra Energy) were
headed that week for ideal owl habitat around Moosehead Lake;
on August 7, they traveled with four extra passengers, and set the
adoptive family group free.
As usual, our foster Barred Owls raised several orphaned
nestlings that could not be returned to their parents. But fall
brought an influx of owls that had gotten into trouble. In the last
quarter of the calendar year, we admitted a total of 42 owls, most
of which had hit cars or windows: 27 Barred, 9 Saw-whet,
3 Great Horned, 1 Short-eared,
1 Snowy, and 1 Boreal (shown
on the cover page). The juvenile Boreal Owl was recovered
from the ground after a window strike in Rockland. When
the caller described the owl’s
small size, we were expecting
a Saw-whet—but when the
bird was lifted out of the
transport box, the three of us
nearby simultaneously exclaimed, “That’s not a Saw-whet!”
Typically a far northern species, Boreal Owls do occasionally
irrupt to more southern locations. Not seriously injured by the
window encounter, the bird made a rapid recovery and was released less than two weeks later at Camden Hills State Park. ■

In a typical year, Great Horned Owl nestlings are rare in our
practice, but 2012 brought exceptions to that rule beginning
on April 14, when Bill Lee called us to report a youngster on the
ground at the base of a tall tree on a golf course in Waterville. He
brought the bird here for a check-up; we found no injuries, so immediately thought in terms of re-nesting, and ornithologist Louis
Bevier agreed to go out with Bill the next day to look for the nest.
It was easy to find, given that two additional juveniles were on the
ground a short distance away from the location of the first bird—
but the nest had fallen apart and could no longer contain the
youngsters. Louis brought us these birds to be examined for injuries; they too were fine. The next day, Marc and Terry took a substitute nest made from a laundry basket to the golf course, secured
it in a nearby tree, and placed the nestlings in it. Louis had already
called out an adult with a recording of nestling vocalizations, so
we knew the parents were nearby. Bill and friends kept an eye on
things; they soon reported a family reunion and eventually, fledging of the youngsters.
But even before the Waterville birds were taken back,
we had admitted another
grounded nestling on April 15,
followed by another on the
17th, 27th, 28th, and two
more on the 29th—all from
different locations. For each of
them, an attempt was made to
either re-nest, or in the case of
birds already capable of perching, return the individual to a
safe location near the recovery site and call in the parents. Five of
the 6 chicks we had on May 4 were close together for this photo
(hint: the middle bird is facing away from the camera!). Four of
them were reunited with their respective parents on May 5, 6, and
11. Of the two remaining youngsters, one had a wing fracture that

Spreading our Wings

Nelson Gamage, Geordie Hall, Bob & Carol Jones, Diane & Rob
Jones, Susan Smith Hudson, George & Becky Klueber, Vicki & Ken
Kupferman, Don Lecker, Bill & Eleanor Murley, William Nichols,
Mary Offutt, Nancy & Charlie Shuman, Tammy & Ed Slowey, Kim
Smith, Nancy Spencer-Smith, Marge Sorenson, Deb Soule, Kathy
& David Stager, Steve Stetson, George Stone, Laura Teisl, Charlene
Turgeon, Donna Wade, Charley West, Craig Wood.
Avian Haven is part of a broad network of wildlife and other
conservation-focused organizations. We have close working relationships with state wildlife biologists and game wardens, as well
as rehabilitators and wildlife veterinarians in Maine as well as in
other states (or countries). Professional colleagues and organizations that have been especially helpful in 2012 are noted in the
sidebars of this report. Our geographic range has expanded over
the years, along with our case load; when people reporting birds
in distress are unwilling or unable to bring them here, members
of our wonderful team of volunteer transporters put pedal to
metal to get patients here safely as well as quickly. Nearly half of
our arrivals were brought in by someone other than the original
caller, with relays from more distant locations sometimes involving
4 or 5 volunteers. Space considerations prevent us from thanking
all of them here; our website has a more complete list, however.

s anticipated in last year’s report, a significant addition to our
physical plant—a year-round facility for water birds (the “Pool
Hall”)—has developed in 2012. As of the close of the calendar
year, Terry had finished the exterior and buttoned up the building
(photos can be seen on the back cover of this report). Interior work
has continued right along; as this report goes to press, the ceiling
and walls are complete, and the four custom pools ready for
installation and plumbing. Subsequently, a number of finishing
touches will remain, but we expect the facility to be open for business by summer. Both dedicated private donations and foundation
grants have funded the project to date; in the latter category, we
gratefully acknowledge the Bangor Savings Bank Foundation
(Community Matters More award), the Hochgraf Foundation, the
Island Foundation, the John Sage Foundation, the Maine Outdoor
Heritage Fund, and the Roy Foundation. The facility will be dedicated to the memory of Ken Bailey, who was for many years Camden’s Megunticook Lake Warden. Ken worked with us on many
Common Loon rescues over the years; his presence is sadly missed.
A new addition to our electronic realm is a Facebook page, designed and maintained by Shelley Spanswick. Our webmaster, James
Skowbo, continues to keep avianhaven.org in top condition.
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n July 19, our friends Steve
and Carolyn brought us a
Purple Martin fledgling with a
wing fracture. We wrapped the
wing, and then began the challenge of getting the bird to eat.
Newly-fledged martins are fed
by their parents for at least the
first few days, catching their
own insects while flying within
about 10 days. But neither did we resemble his parents, nor
could he feed on the wing. Finally and cautiously, he began to
take mealworms from forceps and even formula from a syringe,
but he did not take enough to maintain weight, and he would
not take insects from a dish. By the end of the month, the fracture had healed, but the bird was thin and seemingly too weak
to fly; reluctantly, Diane resorted to force-feeding. After some
weight gain, the bird was moved out to a flight cage occupied
by several Chimney Swifts. At first, the martin had to work hard
just to get across the cage, and was unable to fly up from the
ground. But just a week later, he was flying much better, and
seemed to be forming some social bonds with the swifts; he
perched on the edge of their chimney (in this photo, the martin
is the larger bird to the right of the two swifts), would sometimes

crawl inside it to cling to the side next to them, and would readily
accept hand-feeding, following the example of the
enthusiastic swifts. Around the middle of August,
he could make several laps around the perimeter
of the cage and was ready to go. It being late
in the season, we were worried about
finding other martins; we were therefore delighted when Carolyn reported that her martin house still
had some occupants. We decided to release him late in
the afternoon, when birds
would be congregating
near the house. He flew
very well and mingled
with the others;
onlookers had
the impression that
he was greeted by birds
who recognized him. It was hard to
be sure whether he went into the
house with the others, but if he did not, we knew he would find
them early the next morning. About a week later, Carolyn called
to say that her martins had departed. ■

S

at Fort Point State Park (Stockton Springs). As
soon as placed in the water, she swam out
from shore, diving, roll-preening, standingup-flapping, and yodeling along the way.
When we could barely make her out even
with binoculars, we headed for home. The
next afternoon, we got a call from park managers Jeri and Terry Cole, who had seen our
bird beached a short distance east of the
cove. She seemed fine, though, and everyone
remained in agreement to leave things alone.
Late in the afternoon of May 25, Jeri saw her
beached again, in a different location. She
and Terry headed down toward the shore for
a closer look, but when they got there, the
bird was no longer where Jeri had seen her 15 minutes earlier. Despite the fog, however, they discerned three loons close to shore,
swimming off together. There was no sign of a beached loon at or
near the park subsequently. She was banded, so if she had been
found dead in the months since, we would have been informed.
We’ve been glad in this case to call no news good news! ■

ome of you might remember the Common Loon featured in last year’s report.
Admitted in December of 2011, this bird
had been shot as well as swallowed fishing
gear; due to various health issues, we’d decided early in 2012 not to release her that
winter, but rather to wait and see. Late in
January, another issue surfaced, when, inexplicably, she over-preened her breast feathers to a point of losing waterproofing in that
area. It was early April before the lost feathers regrew, and despite regaining her waterproofing, she preferred to spend most nights
on the haul-out rather than in the water. By
the middle of May, everything looked good,
though, and we hoped her preference for occasional dry time
would disappear when the pool was replaced by open water.
Diane, Terry and Selkie took her for release at the Ducktrap River
basin on May 18. She seemed quite happy in the water—we saw
her swimming, snorkeling, diving and preening. That day and the
next, Selkie checked on her frequently, finding her beached but
apparently fine on several occasions. On the morning of the 20th,
Selkie saw her swim the channel between the basin and the harbor and head out to sea! We thought that good news, but late
that afternoon, we got a call about a “large sea bird” on the
shore of Lincolnville Beach (about a mile south of Ducktrap).
Selkie responded, and found our loon. She seemed fine, but we
thought she should return to Avian Haven, at least for the night.
After extended discussion, we decided not to take her back to
the Ducktrap Harbor/Lincolnville Beach area, where her habit of
beaching would likely lead to public attention and concern. For her
re-release on May 23, we chose a more remote area—a small cove

Terry Heitz
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Feathering the Nest
s indicated in the previous section, some of our grants and donations in 2012 were dedicated to fund the Pool Hall; another very generous grant was restricted to the endowment. Unrestricted income supporting operating expenses came from sources that included
foundation grants, private and business cash and in-kind donations, as well as investment earnings and other sources; proportions in each category are shown in the first chart below. Nonprofit organizations typically categorize operating costs as Program Services (expenses that
directly support the organization’s mission—in our case, veterinary supplies, bird food, payroll,
small equipment, etc.), Management & General (indirect support costs such as accounting, insurance, business supplies, etc.), and Fund Raising. The proportions of our total expenses in
these three categories are shown in the second chart below.
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In Closing . . .
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ummingbirds are astonishing creatures aptly described by author Pete Dunn as “gems in
feathers that sneer at gravity, laugh at physics, and humble the colors of the rainbow...
birds so exquisite that even people who profess to be nonbirders will stop, watch and wonder”
(The Feather Quest). Hummers are the smallest of all birds, yet have the highest metabolic rate
of all animals except insects. They can fly forward, backward, sideward, and hover. Rubythroated Hummingbirds weighing only about as much as a pencil travel 2,000 or more miles
between their breeding and wintering grounds. Some of those individuals fly nonstop across
the Gulf of Mexico, covering a distance of 500-600 miles in 18-22 hours. In a pre-migratory
feeding frenzy that may double their body mass, these tiny birds accumulate large pockets of
fat to fuel this journey. Fall migration is a particularly perilous undertaking for juveniles, who
make that first long trip without the company and guidance of more experienced birds, relying
solely on their own inborn navigational skills. Some succumb to storms and other hazards along
the way. But upon their return to North America, birds who survived the fall trip and its spring
counterpart will be greeted with joy and renewed hope that this miracle of the seasons will yet
endure. We’re counting the days until that first one arrives.
Until next year—

Diane & Marc
Diane Winn and Marc Payne, Co-Directors

A VIAN HAVEN

is a nonprofit wild bird rehabilitation center dedicated to the return of injured
and orphaned birds of all species to their natural roles in the wild.
Your tax-deductible donations enable the success of this mission;
please help us continue providing top-quality care for Maine’s wild birds
by making an annual individual or business contribution.
Gifts via credit card and PayPal may be given through our website,
www.avianhaven.org, or checks may be sent to 418 N. Palermo Rd.,
Freedom, ME 04941. Printed receipts are gladly provided upon request. We can
be reached by phone at 207-382-6761 or by e-mail at info@avianhaven.org.

Thank you for your support!
All photography is by Glori Berry unless otherwise credited.
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Special Thanks...

Businesses and Organizations
Androscoggin Animal Hospital
Aerie East
All Creatures Veterinary Hospital
Animal Wellness Center
Atlantic Veterinary Care
Avena Botanicals
Bank of America
Beaver Hill Plantation
Belfast Cooperative
Chewonki Foundation
Clover Medical Equipment Services
Craig Brook National Fish Hatchery
Crosstrax Deli
Damariscotta Veterinary Clinic
Ellsworth Builders Supply
FedEx
Fosters Family Pet Store
Level Best Land Services
Little River Veterinary Hospital
Maine Dept. of Environmental Protection
Maine Dept. of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife
Maine Dept. of Marine Resources
Maine Fish Health Laboratory
Maine General Hospital
Maine Warden Service
Maine Wildlife Park
Mid-Coast Audubon Society
NextEra Energy
PenBay Veterinary Associates
Petco (Augusta)
The Raptor Trust
Sand Hill Strawberry Farm
U.S.D.A. APHIS Wildlife Services
U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Veazie Veterenary Clinic
Village Farm
Walmart (Augusta)
Wind Over Wings
Wildlife Colleagues
Brad Allen
Curt Clumpner
Jim Connolly
Russ Danner
Philip deMaynadier
Dean Domeyer
Robin Dyer
Brian Engelhard
Nate Gray
Bill Hanson
Eric Holmes
Keel Kemper
Laura Leighton
Jen Lewis
Chris Martinez
Mark McCollough
Erica Miller
Kristin Peet
Mark Pokras
Ann Rivers
Kappy Sprenger
Kelsey Sullivan
Charlie Todd
Flo Tseng
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New Aquatic Bird Facility
The exterior is complete!
Interior construction is also finished.
Work on pools is about to begin.
Design and construction by Terry Heitz

To help us reduce our use of forest resources, let us know by e-mail info@avianhaven.org if we may send future issues of this report to you
electronically. Folks on our e-mailing list also receive notices of newly posted slide shows.

AVIAN HAVEN
418 N. Palermo Road • Freedom, ME 04941

